
 

 

 

Theme Learning for Year 6- Geography 

Tuesday 7th July 

 

The Banana Split Game 

 

Answers from yesterday’s Theme learning. 

This is how the 15p cost of a banana 

is actually split. 

Is each cut fair? 

Why do you think it is shared like 

this? 

Who loses out the most? 

 

Mrs Anderson will explain this more in this video: https://youtu.be/_Zr1xvl9aEo 

 

This is where Fairtrade comes in. Today you will watch a video 

and/or read some information about Fairtrade, and answer these 

questions: 

➢What is Fairtrade? 

➢What does Fairtrade do for farmers and their 

communities? 

➢What Fairtrade products are available? 

Try to answer these questions in as much detail as you can. 

 

You can watch this video, called The Story of Chocolate, to help you 

to understand what Fairtrade is and why it is needed. 

More information, if you need it, can be found by watching this 

video: https://youtu.be/VeUGvhINwHw 

 

You can also read the information on the next few pages if you 

cannot watch the video. 

Answers will be given on tomorrow’s Theme task. 

 

https://youtu.be/_Zr1xvl9aEo
https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/resource/shorter-version-of-the-story-of-chocolate-8-mins/
https://youtu.be/VeUGvhINwHw


 

 

What is Fair Trade? 

Fair Trade is the principle that producers in developing nations should be treated with 

respect and paid fairly when trading with more prosperous, developed countries.  

A price is defined as fair when it enables the recipient to enjoy a sufficient quality of 

life.  

In the words of the World Fair Trade Organisation: 

 “Fair Trade is a tangible contribution to the fight against poverty, climate change, and 

global economic crises.” 

 



 

Core principles of Fair Trade 

“Trade not aid”. This is a phrase that sums up the belief that people should be 

empowered to improve their circumstances through trade rather than being reliant on 

charity from richer countries. 

All producers are entitled to safe and dignified working conditions, free from 

discrimination of any kind. 

To be considered Fair Trade, transactions must benefit all parties. Trading 

arrangements should be based on financial partnership, trust, and mutual growth. 

Businesses in developed countries must take into account their social and ethical 

responsibilities when dealing with small producers, as well as commercial goals. 

 

When did Fair Trade begin? 

The Fair Trade movement was founded by Edna Ruth Byler in 1946.  

While on holiday in Puerto Rico, she began buying needlework art from local women 

after seeing how they struggled to support their families. Their embroidery was 

beautiful but there was little to no market for it.  

To help, Byler bought as many items as she could and took them back home to 

Pennsylvania on the back seat of her car. Back in the USA, she sold the pieces to 

neighbours and loved ones, telling the stories of the women who made them wherever 

she went.  

Eventually, Edna Byler formed Ten Thousand Villages - the first non-profit organisation 

built on the principle of Fair Trade - to continue her work on a greater scale. Of her 

work, Byler said:  

 “I’m just a woman trying to help other women.” 

A simple statement that helped launch the worldwide Fair Trade movement. 



 

 

Europe’s Fair Trade Origins 

In Britain, Oxfam was the first organisation to promote Fair Trade. It was selling 

crafts made by Chinese refugees in its shops as early as the 1950s. Its shops have 

been raising awareness of the Fair Trade mission and giving producers a voice for well 

over half a century.  

And it was in the Netherlands that the idea of Fair Trade coffee first originated. In 

1973, an organisation called Fair Trade Original became the first to import coffee from 

independent growers when they struck a trading partnership with a farming collective 

in Guatemala.  

Today, half of all money taken by Fair Trade organisations in the northern hemisphere 

comes from coffee sales. It is thought that hundreds of thousands of farmers across 

the world have benefitted from the initiative. 

Fair Trade or Fairtrade? 

 

There is a difference between Fair Trade and Fairtrade.  

Fair Trade is the umbrella term given to the concept of mutually beneficial trading 

arrangements between developed and undeveloped nations.  

Fairtrade is an independent non-profit organisation (one of many around the world) that 

works to improve the lives of workers in poorer countries by raising awareness and 

building ethical trade links. 

Is Fairtrade Really Fair? 

Not everyone agrees that the work Fairtrade does is wholly positive.  



 

Phillip Booth from the Institute of Economic Affairs believes Fairtrade makes false 

claims about its investment in social projects.  

Rather than re-investing the money it generates from consumers, he argues: 

 “...only about 50 percent... is available to spend on social projects, and others have 

suggested a figure much closer to zero. No clear evidence has been produced to 

suggest that farmers themselves actually receive higher prices under Fairtrade.” 

In response, Fairtrade maintains that its mission is to combat the “injustices of 

conventional trade” and sees their work as “a step in the right direction” rather than an 

instant solution to global poverty. 

 

Fair Trade Today 

Currently, there are well over a million independent producers working with grassroots, 

non-profit organisations in 70 countries around the world.  

By partnering with businesses in the developed world, small-scale operations in even the 

poorest and most remote areas gain access to a global marketplace. This allows them to 

trade and improve their lives.  

The packaging on Fair Trade products often features personal stories from the people 

who made them. This has played an important role in connecting with consumers on a 

personal level and raising awareness of the Fair Trade mission. 

A diverse range of products including coffee, chocolate, tea, sugar, rugs, baskets, 

birdhouses, rugs, and diaries are sold in thousands of Fair Trade affiliated shops and 

online outlets. 

This video will give you much more information on Fairtrade: 

https://youtu.be/VeUGvhINwHw 

 

 

https://youtu.be/VeUGvhINwHw

